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Budget 2017
• Provided $250M over 5 years and $62.2M annually thereafter.  
• Included permanent funding for AICFI, PICFI and northern expansion (NICFI) 

for the commercial programs and increased permanent funding for the 
collaborative programs (AFS and AAROM). 

Program 17-18 18-19 19-20 20-21 21-22 Ongoing

AICFI $11.02M $11.02M $11.02M $11.02M $11.02M $11.02M

PICFI $22.05M $22.05M $22.05M $22.05M $22.05M $22.05M

NICFI $1.95M $3.96M $7.00M $7.00M $7.00M $7.00M

AFS $29.66M
(Incl. +$0.74M)*

$31.37M
(Incl. +$2.45M)* 

$34.03M
(Incl. +$5.11M)* 

$39.09M
(Incl. +$10.17M)* 

$42.89M
(Incl. +$13.96M)* 

$42.89M
(Incl. +$13.96M)* 

AAROM $16.02M
(Incl. +$1.10M)*

$18.12M
(Incl. +$3.19M)*

$20.04M
(Incl. +$5.12M)*

$22.72M
(Incl. +$7.79M)*

$23.04M
(Incl. +$8.12M)*

$23.04M
(Incl. +$8.12M)*

Total $80.70M $86.52M $94.14M $101.88M $106.00M $106.00M

* Represents total funding increases.
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Phased Approach to Review and Renewal

Budget 2017 
(March 2017)  

Indigenous Program Review* 

 

Implementation 
(as of Aug 2019) 

  

IPR Planning & Desktop 
Review 

(May to Aug 2017) 

AICFI Renewal  
(begun June 2018) 

 C
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PICFI Renewal 
(begun June 2018) 

Workshops & Plenaries 
(Sept 2017 to Jan 2019) AAROM Renewal 

(begun Sept 2018) 

Phase 1 Report  
(May 2018) 

NICFI Launch 
(launched May 31, 2019) 

AFS Renewal 
(ramp up in 2021-22) NICFI Report  

(March 2019) &  
Phase 2  Report 

(May 2019) 

Aboriginal Fishery Guardian Renewal 
(ramp up in 2021-22) 

*Led by the National Indigenous Fisheries Institute 
 

   
 DFO-Coast Guard Reconciliation 

Strategy 
 

 



Indigenous Program Review
• Led by the National Indigenous Fisheries Institute 

(NIFI) in cooperation with DFO Indigenous Programs
• 720 Indigenous program participants attended some 

76 workshops and plenary sessions (coast-to-coast-
to-coast)

• Resulted in two final reports released in May 2018 & 
May 2019 and generated one hundred forty-one 
recommendations including:
– Seventy-seven ‘Practical Steps’ for improving 

program structures and delivery
– Sixty-four ways to ‘Ignite a Culture Change’ and 

‘Reconcile Resource Management’ in order to 
reflect the spirit of reconciliation
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Key Cross-cutting Issues and Actions
IPR marked a significant step towards building greater alignment between DFO’s suite of 
Indigenous programs and pointed towards areas for improvements across the programs. 
• Expand the co-development, co-design, and co-delivery approach, building on AICFI/PICFI and 

IPR
• Maximize departmental and other federal government collaboration
• Recognize and support Indigenous procurement opportunities
• Reflect Indigenous definitions of success in the desired outcomes of the program
• Improve tracking and reporting on program success and progress on capacity development
• Support retention and succession planning (internally and with Indigenous partners)
• Enable greater networking, knowledge exchange and partnerships between program 

participants
• Continue to strengthen program administration, including the development and provision of 

training to DFO and program participants on contribution administration

• Develop a coordinated and strategic approach to address sector-wide training needs
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Action Plan
• Released in September 2019. 
• Provides an overview of the actions underway or planned to renew DFO’s 

Indigenous programs and responds to the Indigenous Program Review. 
• Key features include:

– A phased approach with short and long-term objectives.
– Dual focus: programs and the broader context, including links to DFO-Coast 

Guard Reconciliation Strategy which was released at the same time.
– “Evergreen” document and approach that will continue to evolve and 

mature, especially through co-, co-, co-.
• Progress made on renewal and expansion of the Commercial Programs and 

AAROM.  AFS and AFG renewal taking longer, given complexity, importance of 
these programs to Indigenous communities, and further complicated by COVID.



Indigenous Commercial Programs
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Renewal Streams Key Actions/Milestones

Maximize departmental and 
other federal government 
collaborations
(started April 2018)

The BDT continues to seek out and advise CFEs on availability of funding from other sources.  An inventory of COVID 
support has been developed to assist communities in accessing Government relief funding. 

AICFI and NICFI Management Committees have extended membership to include additional OGD partners (e.g. ISC-
CIRNA, ACOA and CanNor).

Since the mainstreaming of Aquaculture funding in 2017-18, Atlantic Commercial Programs have contributed funding 
to over 30 aquaculture projects (individual CA's), with 10+ each year since 2018-19.

The Indigenous Marine Servicing Initiative has completed its third year. 

Working with the BDT Indigenous Commercial Programs assisted with the facilitation of indigenous access to the Fish 
Harvester Benefit/Grant programs.  

Continue to strengthen 
program administration
(started April 2018)

Up-to-date guidance material is available to all program participants.  Training provided to BDT DFO administration 
practices / processes. 

New program staff are trained using a standard series of training and information products to ensure administration 
consistency across Indigenous Commercial Programs.

Commercial Programs communicates to Chiefs and Fisheries Coordinators via program update letters.  This includes 
the availability of COVID flexibilities.

The Commercial Programs Team is continuously looking for ways to minimize the impacts COVID has on the 
administration of the commercial programs (e.g. the programs transitioned to full utilization of electronic signatures 
for agreement ratification, and to speed up the processing of payments).   



Indigenous Commercial Programs
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Renewal Streams Key Actions/Milestones

Ensure the program structure 
meets enterprise needs and 
aspirations at all stages 
(started April 2018)

General program objectives and related policies and procedures are regularly reviewed with Management
Committees, and guided by engagement with CFEs to-date (e.g. IPR reports)

Over 25 projects have utilized flexible funding options according to community priorities under the Atlantic 
Commercial Programs since the option to do so became available in 2017-18. (e.g. bundling of up to five years of 
funding)

Additional flexibilities for recipients to adapt to COVID-19 pressures such as increased funding for staff, PPE etc. and 
a Safe Work Practices document was co-developed and communicated to recipients. These communications were 
co-developed with Indigenous Partners and the Business Development Team. 

Atlantic Commercial Programs specific COVID-19 related funding flexibilities included: The ability to defer 
outstanding reporting in order to expedite payment; the ability to roll-over a Capacity Building agreement from the 
previous fiscal year and also allowed for a one-time movement of funding from other components to increase 
Capacity Building notional funding levels by up to 50%; and waving of the minimum 10% in-kind contribution from 
applicants to the Expansion and Diversification component.

COVID flexibilities for 2021-2022 will be revisited at upcoming program Management Committees and special 
planning sessions.  

Support succession planning
(started April 2018)

CFEs continue to be encouraged to explore best practice models (including career progression paths), and knowledge 
transfer / networking forums.

DFO continuing to strengthen the expertise and offerings of the BDT and Training Coordinators to meet the demand 
for an expanded CFE training suite, including the continuation of the Fisheries Enterprise Management Training 
(FEMT) curriculum.

DFO has launched the Indigenous Training and Sills Development Project to better understand the long-term training 
requirements of participating communities/CFEs.



Indigenous Training and Skills Development Project
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DFO and the National Indigenous Fisheries Institute (NIFI) have continued the valuable 
partnership to undertake the Indigenous Training and Skills Development Project with 
proposed outcomes:

• provide an inventory of current DFO–CCG investment in training and skills 
development; 

• identify training and skills development gaps; 
• gather examples of training and skills development activities being filled by 

communities and other programming to advance employment objectives; 
• align opportunities for employment; research inventory of available jobs and 

required training/career progressions/courses/certifications/diplomas offered by 
education and training institutes;

• understanding of available jobs gaining import (e.g. marine services) and 
nationally standardized training tools and best practices for managers and 
employees.

A final report will be presented to recommend a way forward for the Department to target 
training and career planning in Indigenous fisheries and oceans leading to potential  
adjustments to commercial programs.  



Indigenous Marine Servicing Initiative (IMSI)
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The Indigenous Marine Servicing Initiative assists in the development of an Indigenous 
marine servicing industry. The focus is to support Indigenous participation in the broader 
marine industry supply chain.  
Examples of projects covering the national, regional and local needs and market 
opportunities:

– vessel repair and maintenance and fleet services,
– marina services (e.g. boat launch, haul-out and storage)
– moorage of vessels
– aquaculture site servicing
– vessel construction
– vessel decommissioning/ship breaking.

IMSI is delivered alongside the other DFO Commercial Programs, with similar application 
and review process. 
To-date, IMSI has provided $2.3 Million to support 26 projects for valued at over $10.2 
Million leveraging $7.9 Million in funding.  



AAROM Renewal
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Renewal Streams Key Actions/Milestones

Co-design, co-delivery
(started with IPR and ramping up)

• Joint National Steering Committee for the National AAROM Meeting (ongoing since 2018).
• Joint Collaborative Programs Management Committee (started in October 2020 and ongoing).
• Initial joint working groups focused on developing a draft framework for capacity assessment tools.
• Scoping/confirming possible Application Review Committee and Capacity Development Team.

Enhancements to Existing Agreements
(completed in 2019-20)

$2M in funding enhancements covering 100% of watershed and technical/advisory AAROM departments 
and ensuring more equitable funding for core operations (e.g., closing historical gaps between recipients).

New Entrants
(started January 2019)

• Launched a targeted new entrants process (focusing on key gaps such as Yukon and Labrador).
• Now funding planning, engagement, and capacity development activities in support of the 

development and launch of new AAROM departments.

AAROM Innovation & Collaboration Fund
(launched in 2020-21)

• A $2.5M annual fund to help AAROM departments, through individual and collaborative projects, to 
grow organizational and technical capacity, and develop tools and solutions to tackle common 
challenges and unlock opportunities (e.g., partnerships, funders, etc.).

• Launch in 2020-21 with interim priority of IK Capacity Development and Collaboration, while continuing 
co-design activities. Preparing for 2021-22 call out for applications.

AAROM Network Activities
(started 2018-19)

• Two Annual National AAROM Meetings held and a Virtual Meeting Series is ongoing from January 26 to 
February 24, 2021, while preparing for next in-person meeting in Dettah, NWT (post-COVID).

• The co-developed AAROM website (aarom.ca), which is hosted and maintained by 
AGHAMM/MMAFMA, provides a showcase for AAROM departments, their expertise and services, and 
supports greater networking and sharing between AAROM departments.



AFG Renewal
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IPR called for a more deliberate approach to AFG implementation with significant steps 
needed to ensure its objectives are met and align with Indigenous goals. This will take 3-5 
years (at least) and will involve ongoing co-development, co-design and co-delivery.
Renewal Streams Key Actions/Milestones

Co-design, co-delivery
(started with IPR and ramping up)

• Launched the Collaborative Programs Management Committee (CPMC), a joint management committee to provide 
guidance on implementation of program renewal and oversee ongoing program delivery (AFG, AFS, and AAROM).

• Short-term working groups with Indigenous experts are being created under CPMC to further co-develop the AFG model 
and renewal activities (as outlined below) to ensure quality and technical excellence.

Enhancements to Existing 
Agreements
(starting in 2021-22)

• Work is underway to review the current complement of Aboriginal Fishery Guardians, clarify program objectives and roles 
and responsibilities (as per the IPR recommendations), and sketch out a draft national approach for moving forward with 
funding enhancements that supports a standard, professional and designated AFG model.

• During renewal ramp up, new short-term funding has been made available for program participants to maintain and 
replace core operational infrastructure. This process was formalized this year through a consistent national approach.

New Entrants/Pilot
(starting in 2021-22)

• In step with the Enhancements work and the development of the standard and professional AFG model, a short-term 
working group is being created with AFG Indigenous experts to develop a national approach to new entrants. 

• While some new funding is available to support new designated AFGs, a targeted and pilot approach is expected to be 
taken and the program will actively promote access to other funding and pathways to supporting more AFGs.

• Establishing an Indigenous-led Capacity Development Team to support First Nations in establishing new AFG program.

AFG Networking & Collaboration
(starting in 2020-21)

• Beginning to develop options for increased networking and cooperation between Aboriginal Fishery Guardians.
• Considering possible funding for networking, joint project activities, and ongoing capacity development.

Operational Improvements
(ongoing ramp up)

Moving forward with some practical operational changes recommended by IPR and develop a long-term plan to address 
larger and more complex issues (in cooperation with Reconciliation Strategy implementation).



AFS Renewal
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AFS program renewal is a multi-year process. In 2021-22, the focus will be on 
implementing funding enhancements that support core and baseline capacity 
related to fisheries, FSC and collaborative management.

Renewal Streams Key Actions/Milestones

Co-design, co-delivery
(started with IPR and ramping 
up)

• Unique challenge compared to AFG and AAROM, as there are 135 (+/-) agreements involving over 200 
Nations, with different levels of capacity and funding, as well as differing fisheries management objectives.

• Launched the Collaborative Programs Management Committee (CPMC), a joint management committee to 
provide guidance on implementation of program renewal and oversee ongoing program delivery.

Enhancements to Existing 
Agreements
(starting in 2021-22)

• Work underway to review existing AFS program funding, based on 135 (+/-) AFS agreements, and identify 
baseline funding/capacity, historical gaps, and approach to address these gaps and stagnant funding levels.

• Demand will greatly exceed funding available, but will look to implement a transparent and fair approach. 
The program will also support tools and approaches that can support access to other funding and 
opportunities for ongoing capacity development.

New Entrants
(starting in 2021-22)

Starting to develop a consistent national approach to support eligible Indigenous communities that are 
interested in participating in the AFS program but are currently not.

AFS Networking & Collaboration
(starting in 2021-22)

• Beginning to develop options for increased networking and cooperation between AFS-supported Indigenous 
fisheries authorities.

• Considering possible funding for networking, joint project activities, and ongoing capacity development.
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